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Fulisha & Phil Kuye

June 23rd & 30th 2013 (2 ceremonies)

This couple met at Erindale Secondary School in Mississauga, Ontario in a
very unique way. In fact, their paths crossed on the first week of high school,
during their 9th grade year.
Phil elaborated on the particulars of their first meeting. “I was standing behind
Fulisha in the cafeteria line with another guy that I knew prior to attending
high school. His high school hormones must have been surging at the time,
as he uncontrollably reached out and pinched Fulisha’s butt. She immediately
turned around and gave me a “death stare” that pierced right through me. I
was a deer caught in headlights, powerless to say anything. For 6 months she
did not speak to me much less look in my direction. Months later she realized
that it wasn’t me who copped the feel, and our ‘friendship’ took off from
there.”As for the proposal, “let me give you a little bit of background information before I get into this,” Phil said. “I am terrified of heights, and generally try
to avoid high places. Fulisha on the other hand, is very adventurous, and not
many things fluster her (except bugs). Fulisha always wanted to go skydiving
for her 25th birthday, therefore, my original plan was to man-up and take her
skydiving for her 25th birthday.” “To me, the idea was so genius that I decided to save it as a way to propose to her. My goal was to have a memorable
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proposal that Fulisha would find special.” He successfully talked her out of
going skydiving for her birthday that year, without tipping her off that he was
keeping that adventure in his back pocket. “The trouble with planning this
type of proposal was that I had to hide the fact that I was going to propose. I
decided that I would mask my plan by utilizing Fulisha’s birthday as a way to
get her to go skydiving without her knowing about the proposal.” Thus, the
proposal would take place the following year.
“The next year, on May 18, 2012, I bought Fulisha skydiving voucher for her
26th birthday. The day after, on May 19th, we left early in the morning to go
skydiving. I jumped out of the plane first so that I could be on the ground
before her in order to propose. It all went off without a hitch, and I’m glad
that I was able to overcome my fear in order to celebrate a special moment
in our lives.”
Fulisha and Phil celebrated their love by having two wedding ceremonies to
commemorate their different cultural backgrounds. Michelle, and her team,
from Fab Fête Event Planning not only made their day a success but also stress
free and most memorable.
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gowns: enzoani, victoria nicole | make-up: dawna boot | hair: ladylyn gool | reception: the royal ambassador, bellagio | photographer: phototerra studio | video: frame of mind | florists: gatto flowers,
designing trendz | linens: right choice linen | entertainment: wellington music, rs divas

26

, S4 sound sensation | wedding cakes: for the love of cake | sweet table: megan wappel designs
& decor

invitations/stationery: cre8tive invitations | rentals: majestic chair boutique | décor: right choice linen, gatto flowers, dt floral

